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Toyota HiLux 2015 continues on 
with the tried and true crew cab 
ute format which is so popular with 
offroaders and tradies. As so many 
have found, replacement of the 
factory bumper with a steel bar 
and carrier setup greatly enhances 
practicality of this vehicle family. 

Fitted with two heavy duty pivots 
to accommodate a mixture of 
carriers in configurations of either 
two spare wheels or a spare wheel 
and two jerry cans the bar also 
includes an integral towbar rated 
to meet the vehicle’s 3,500/350 Kg 
tow/ball weight rating.

All steel bar construction 
substantially upgrades rear end 
protection of the ute tub while 
enhancing the overall look.

 Carriers lock to the bar with 

Kaymar’s tough over centre 
locking system using time proven 
anti-rattle innovations and heavy 
duty vertical support rests. Handles 
are rubber dipped for non-slip grip.

As the Hilux comes to market 
all models are without a factory 
installed reversing sensor capability 
these rear bars are supplied with 
knockouts for the Kaymar reversing 
sensor solution which accomdates 
4 sensors evenly spaced across the 
bar width and links through to a 
cab installed buzzer and isolation 
switch for when towing.

Sensor Kit Components and 
Installation

The Kaymar sensor kit includes:
• 4 sensors
• Controller unit
• Buzzer

• On/Off switch
• Cabling

All bars are smoothly finished 
before being zinc plated and 
finally powder coated satin black 
for a premium final look. If desired 
a colour coded finish is available to 
match the vehicle.

The relocation of the factory 
camera is on to a bracket on the 
LHS carrier only. So if fitting a bar 
with one carrier option this must be 
the LHS carrier.

April 2016

DESCRIPTION
Release of Rear Bar and accessories 
for Toyota HiLux 2015 to suit Kaymar 
Reversing Sensor Kit Option

TO SUIT VEHICLE
Toyota HiLux 2015 4WD SR5

PRODUCT No.
KitHil-15
Barcode 9344284012504
Refer to the end of this release for kits and 
options part numbers

OVERVIEW

NEW PRODUCT

AVAILABILITY
From late April, 2016
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Warranty of manufacture quality for 12 months stands by the confidence built in to Kaymar products.

ORDERING INFORMATION
KitHil-15  Rear bar Kit with twin wheel carriers      AU $3,200.00

KitHil-15-L-JCD Rear bar, LHS carrier, RHS double jerry can holder    AU $3,300.00

KitHil-15-R-JCD Rear bar, RHS carrier, LHS double jerry can holder    AU $3,300.00

K3890   Rear bar with two pivots       AU $1,777.00

K6323   Wiring harness         AU $245.00

K6100   Camera bracket (LHS carrier only)      AU $20.00

K6218   Sensor kit         AU $150.00

 Please Note: The prices shown are retail inclusive of GST.    Fitting and freight costs are not included.

KAYMAR SENSOR KIT FEATURES and SPECIFICATIONS
Sensor heads have 160° horizontal and 70° vertical detection zones. Multiply this by 4 and the coverage is the 

best in the world. The ability to detect a 30mm pole is the industry standard.

Colour coding is available to match most vehicle body colours.

When reverse gear is engaged the system will emit a one second audible tone after completing a self-

diagnostic check. If an object is detected a sequence of beeps via a hidden audible speaker will get faster 

until a continuous tone is heard indicating the vehicle is now within 30cm of the obstacle.

A factory style ‘mute’ switch is also installed for use when towing.

Component Features

 - Metal ECU control box

 - Adjustable range and sensitivity

 - Adjustable volume control and mute  

   function

 - Self diagnostic check on startup


